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Celebrating 25 Years

25 YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE,
LANGUAGE & CULTURE
RENEWAL
On March 6, 2021, we celebrated a milestone—the Kitikmeot Heritage Society’s 25th
Anniversary! While that date marks our official incorporation in 1996, the organization’s
journey began in the early 1990s. With a growing population in Cambridge Bay, but an underused library, it had become clear that the community hub was not embracing its full potential.
The Library Advisory Committee began exploring how they could engage our community
and support what people wanted and needed. Oral history projects at Perry River started to
document and share the knowledge and experiences of local Elders, and create opportunities
for disconnected generations to find their way back together. Photographs and exhibits came
together to celebrate Inuinnait culture and heritage. Slowly, the Library became a place of
cultural immersion and a blend between a Library & Cultural Centre.
After years of doing projects on a volunteer-basis, librarian Kim Crockatt, Emily Angulalik,
Ekvana Angulalik and Reverend Keith Todd started the Kitikmeot Heritage Society so that
they could apply for grants to support the ongoing traditional knowledge projects and land
camps that our community was craving. From there, their vision for the organization grew.
For 25 years, we have worked to preserve and renew Inuinnait knowledge, language, and
culture. Elders have shared their knowledge and experiences through countless hours of
recorded interviews. Annual land camps and workshops have connected us with our ancestors
and their traditions. The design and fabrication of exhibits has seen our cultural heritage shared
not only with our community, but on national platforms with countless Canadians and visitors.
Archaeological investigations paired with Elder knowledge have allowed us to explore our
past in new ways. Revitalization has created sparks and ignited a lasting fire as we document
Inuinnaqtun, foster Mentor-Apprentice teams and language nests, and work with linguists
across our communities to create Inuinnait-designed tools and resources. We continue to push
the boundaries of available technology, exploring new ways and creating our own solutions to
connect with and engage Inuinnait.
As we look towards the next 25 years, the survival of Inuinnaqtun is our number one priority.
On March 6, 2021, our Board and staff reconfirmed our commitment to reawakening
our language and culture and launched Akhuuqhimajara Inuinnaqtun / I’m all in for
Inuinnaqtun!—a one-year campaign with a goal to raise $250,000 to kickstart and expand
programs that will inspire a culture of revitalization across Inuinnait communities and support
healing alongside language reclamation. After a socially distant year, we brought a small
gathering of people together—our largest gathering in almost a year—to light the qulliq, sing,
drum dance, and honour and celebrate our accomplishments and perseverance over 25 years.
We continue to build on this foundation, walking in the footsteps of all those who came before
us, guided by their spirits, passing on the knowledge, values and worldview of our ancestors to
the next generations. Thank you for walking alongside us.

MISSION
To preserve and renew Inuinnait knowledge, language, and culture for the benefit of all Inuit.

VISION
To concentrate and connect the resources, expertise and technology critical to Inuinnait cultural and
linguistic survival.

PRIORITIES
Five areas of priority guide the development and implementation of every activity and program by
our staff and Board of Directors.
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INUINNAQTUN LANGUAGE SURVIVAL

We are leading a coordinated and transformational effort to reverse the loss of
Inuinnaqtun in our communities.

KNOWLEDGE RENEWAL & TRANSFER

We are providing daily opportunities for community members to consult Elders on
traditional knowledge, and be mentored in traditional skills.

DIGITAL STRATEGIES

We are developing new digital tools to facilitate Inuinnait access, ownership and
usability of our traditional knowledge.

INUINNAIT ARCHAEOLOGY
We are combining oral history and archaeological research to build a better
understanding of the Inuinnait past.

BUILDING FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

We are building a strong future for our organization and our communities, fostering
long-term stability, strengthening our capacity, and advancing sustainable solutions
to reimagine the world we pass on to future generations.

TUKIMUAQTITTIJIVUT
TUHAGAKHAQ

A MESSAGE FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Quanaqpiaqquhi tikittiarmigapta nutaamut Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq/ Kitikmeot
Ingilraatigut Katimajit hulijakhait ukiunganit 2020/2021 mut.

I would like to take this time to share with you how grateful I am to be here and to
see the year 2020/2021 for PI/KHS of its successes throughout this year.

Hivunngani niplillagumajunga, quanaqpiaqtut havaktivut hamani havagvimnit
havagluaqpakkamik ikajuqtauvlutik inirniit uvani havaktut Inuktut uqauhiutigut
pitquhiutigullu tahiuqpakhugit taimaa ikajuqtauvaktut, hapkualu katimajiipta
inikhaliunginnarahuaqhutik uvani havaap auladjutikhanut.

First of all, I want to take the time to thank the staff as well as the board members
for their commitment and dedication throughout the year, the support they’ve given
to promote and preserve our Inuktun language and culture through various programs
and activities.

Hamnalu ilihimajavut nalliutauhimangmat 25 ukiukhamut hamna auladjutaanit havaanut,
Inuit ikittuugaluaqtut qaritaujakkuuqhutalu qalagjuarniq-19 ihumagivlugu maligautaalu
malikhugit, taimaa ikajuqtauvakkamik Inutuqait uqauhingit hivunikhangillu malikhugit.

As you were aware, earlier in the year, we have celebrated the 25th year anniversary
of Pitqhurinikkut Ilihautiniq/Kitikmeot Heritage Society, with many more goals and
visions, although we’ve limited the capacity of guests in attendance, but were able to
gather globally online due to the Covid-19 restrictions.

Hamna havaarinahuaqhugit inikhautikhaat haffumani Pitquhirnikkut Ilihautiniq/
Kitikmeot Ingilraatigut Katimajiita parnaijaivikhaat ukiungat 2019-2024 mut tikillugu,
hapkuanguuvlutik:
1. Inuinnaqtun Uqauhirnut Auladjutikhat
2. Inuit Qaujimajakhait Hulidjutikhangillu
3. Qunnialiurnigut qaritaujakkuurningit pivalliadjutikhangit
4. Inuinnait Ittarnitaliqinirnut
5. Pivalliadjutikhanut hamna havagvingmi
Hivulliunahurrittavuttauq havagvingmi Inuinnaqtun uqauhiutigut atuqhimmaarlugit
naalakhimmaarlugillu hulidjuhiit talvuuna tahiuqtauqattaqhuta Inutuqait hamani havaktut
ikajuqhimajullu, uqauhivut atanahuaqhugu.

Keeping in mind the PI/KHS Strategic Plan for 2019-2024 the five main priorities
are:
1. Inuinnaqtun Language Survival
2. Knowledge Renewal and Transfer
3. Digital Strategies
4. Inuinnait Archaeology
5. Building for a Sustainable Future
We as an organization are trying to meet these priorities and we should be proud of
our dedication and the passion we have for language and cultural revitalization.

Qujahukpiaqhungalu kiinaujaitigut havaanut auladjutikhangillu tukhiqhimmaaqpagamitku
kiinaujakhait ikajuinnaramiglu.

I am extremely grateful for the dedication and work put forth with our Philanthropy.
Without your contribution and support we would not be moving forward into the
future with our language and cultural programs today.

Nalunanngittuq havaktit uvani havagluarivauk inungnut ajuirumajut
inulrammiugaluaqhutik inirniugaluaqhutiglu Inuit uqauhiutigut pitquhiutigullu,
atahimainnaqhugit hulilukkaarniq atigiliurniq, qupaujaliurniq, inuit ingilraat
ingilrutikhangillu taimaa ajuiqhaivakkamik quviahuutigirjuaqtavut.

It is evident how our organization is operating with the dedicated staff and the
board working together to serve its people and everyone abroad, there are many
more projects going forward, and I encourage you all to learn and take pride in our
beautiful language and culture.

Amihuujut havaariniaqtavut inungnut ajuirumajangit apquhiurahuaqhugit, taimaa
ikajuqatigiinginnarluta kihiani.

Thank you all!

Quanaqquhi!
Angulaalikkaaq
Hivulliqpaam Tukimuaqtittiji

Emily Angulalik
Executive Director

INUINNAQTUN

LANGUAGE

SURVIVAL

SUPPORTING STAFF LANGUAGE CAPACITY
Our staff are encouraged and empowered to take part
in professional development opportunities. This year,
staff spent time building their Inuinnaqtun fluency, and
increasing their understanding of the standard writing
system and its importance to Inuinnaqtun revitalization.

ENTERING THE PODCASTING WORLD
We released the very first Inuinnaqtun podcast!
Inuinnaujugut / We Are Inuinnait is a podcast by
Inuinnait, about Inuinnait life, experiences, and
traditions, with conversations in Inuinnaqtun.
Our aim is to provide a resource for fluent Inuinnaqtun
speakers to have Inuinnaqtun content, and for
Inuinnaqtun learners to hear everyday language spoken
– the pronunciations, vocabulary, tone and more, to help
with immersion in the language. The first four episodes
are available on all popular streaming platforms.
Start listening by visiting
bitly.com/inuinnaujugut

INUINNAQTUN 101
As our Mentor-Apprentice teams meet and
speak only in Inuinnaqtun, we are creating
resources for apprentices to start basic
conversations and stay in the language. We
recorded videos to share 60 essential phrases,
including: common greetings and farewells;
common questions; introductions; requests for
clarification; and useful words in daily life.
Start listening by visiting
bitly.com/inuinnaqtun101

LANGUAGE LEADERSHIP
We celebrated Emily Angulalik, who was awarded the 2020 Indspire Award for Culture, Heritage and Spirituality,
honouring her inspiring work towards the revitalization of Inuinnaqtun.

CONTINUING TO BUILD OUR INUINNAQTUN MENTOR-APPRENTICE PROGRAM
While our Mentor-Apprentice Program (MAP) pilot participants stopped meeting at the beginning of the year due to
COVID-19, we developed a virtual 3-day workshop designed to introduce participants to the program so that teams
could be ready as soon as it was safe to gather again. We created a series of e-learning modules and an online course
to support participants in their introduction to Mentor-Apprentice programming, protocols, and approaches, and best
strategies for one-on-one immersion.
With this digital resource, we are now able to provide support to teams in other communities as they begin their
journeys. Using a new low bandwidth video conferencing technology screen from TakingITGlobal, we have
been connecting to facilitators and participants from remote locations, and testing out our ability to offer virtual
programming. A recorded session of our MAP introductory course is available for participants to go through modules at
their own learning pace, on our learning portal, Ilihaqtavut Tunngavia.

KNOWLEDGE RENEWAL & TRANSFER
OUR ELDERS-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM
After a brief hiatus due to COVID-19, we welcomed our Elders-in-Residence back to work in September 2020.
They recorded podcast episodes, led sewing workshops, provided Inuinnaqtun mentorship to our growing staff, and
took part in workshops and courses. Many of them are also playing a very direct role in Inuinnaqtun revitalization
as mentors in our Inuinnaqtun Mentor-Apprentice Program!

TRANSFERRING KNOWLEDGE TO THE NEXT GENERATION
The loss of language and the rapid advancement of technologies has created gaps between generations and
prevented them from coming together to share knowledge, so we’ve been working to repair these relationships and
reconnect Inuinnait. In September 2020, we brought the high school students into the Cultural Centre for a week
to spend time with our Elders-in-Residence and to get out on the land as a group. The Elders regaled our youth
with stories, shared traditional laws, customs, talked about archaeology, kinships, taboos and life back when the they
were young. Taking place during a time when Nunavut was COVID-free, it provided much-needed human and
intergenerational connection for our Elders and youth, inspiring both Elders and youth to continue rebuilding the
traditional processes of knowledge transfer that once defined Inuinnait life.

ONE STITCH AT A TIME
Women of all ages came together through several
workshops to learn to make their own atigikala (dress
cover). The knowledge of two styles was passed on:
the drum dance atigikala (as seen in the photo above)
and the Mother Hubbard atigikala with Delta Braid
trim (as seen during the sewing process in the three
photos along the righthand side of this page). Our
apprentices-turned-mentors are now ready to teach
their daughters, nieces, and grandchildren!

DIGITAL

STRATEGIES

CONNECTING VIRTUALLY
To engage our followers during lockdown periods,
we put together a series of new virtual exhibits based
off old exhibits from our 25-year history. Angulalik:
Inuinnaq Fur Trader looks at the fur trade era in
the Arctic through the fascinating life and story of
Stephen Angulalik. Inuinnaqtun Pitiksiliurniq, or
the Inuinnaqtun Bow Making Tradition explores the
centuries-old Inuinnait bowmaking process and shares
insight into the craft of the wooden bow based on the
bowmaking knowledge of Elders in Kugluktuk and
Cambridge Bay.

DEVELOPING AN ONLINE LEARNING
PORTAL
We’ve been using digital technologies to preserve and
transmit knowledge and cultural data for years, but the
onset of the pandemic accelerated our digital planning
even further. With Inuinnait spread out across four
remote communities, it has been a dream to develop an
online platform that could connect our communities with
language and culture tools, resources, and content—all
in the same place. This year, we worked with software
developer Pinnguaq to build Ilihaqtavut Tunngavia / The
foundation of our learning, an online learning portal and
cultural library. The next phase of this project is to work
with our knowledge holders and artists to create virtual
‘how-to’ courses for their areas of skill.

ARNAQARVIK / A PLACE OF WOMEN
Our latest exhibit and digital collections database
project is coming together to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the Taloyoak women’s craft movement
alongside two of the collective’s original founders—
Judy McGrath and Arnouyok Alookee. This year,
we began to digitize and describe Judy McGrath’s
extensive collections of artwork and media, which
now amounts to approximately 550 unique digital
records! Additional Arnaqarvik materials have been
sourced from partners at the Arctic Institute of
North America, the Winnipeg Art Gallery, and the
Government of Nunavut. For those not in Taloyoak,
we’re developing a digital platform to share the
Arnaqarvik collection and make it accessible to the
community and the wider public.

FILMMAKERS-IN-TRAINING
Like so many, we got to know video conferencing
platforms quite well this year. Since we couldn’t bring
everyone together in person for workshops, we began
offering virtual programs. We worked once again with
film empowerment company Reel Youth to teach
youth the ropes of filmmaking and digital storytelling,
this time documenting their lives with their own
smartphones and sharing stories of living in the North.
Watch the From the North series at
bitly.com/fromthenorthfilms

OUR TOP 10 DISCOVERIES INCLUDE...

INUINNAIT

Uncovering details about the ancestors of many Cambridge Bay
families who lived around Qingauq (Bathurst Inlet) while we
recorded the oral histories of Elders.

ARCHAEOLOGY

Mapping the largest caribou drive in Nunavut, stretching over three
kilometres, containing 1,500 inuksuit (stone cairns). (Photo A)

LOOKING BACK ON 22 YEARS OF EXPLORATION
WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Photo C

Investigating the earliest Inuit site in Nunavut, including several
winter houses and a qalgiq (communal gathering place). (Photo D)

The beginning of summer often signals the start of our archaeological field season, but for the
past two years our plans have been put on hold due to COVID-19 because this work involves
southern partners travelling up to Nunavut. Instead, we have been travelling down memory
lane, looking back at the last 22 years of exploration in our region as we celebrate our 25-year
milestone as an organization and all those who have been part of this timespan.

Recovering the largest set of Tuniit carvings from the Kitikmeot,
including a perfect fish carving in ivory.
Excavating several huge boulder outlines known as “longhouses”,
which were lived in by Tuniit who travelled from far and wide to
gather each year. (Photo E)

Our partnership with Dr. Max Friesen at the University of Toronto is almost as old as the
Kitikmeot Heritage Society itself, beginning in 1999 when Max visited Nunavut and met with
us to investigate possibilities for collaboration.

Solving the mystery of a number of small harpoon heads, which the
Elders told us were used for fishing. (Photo B)

Since then, we have been combining archaeology with traditional knowledge research to gain a
better understanding of Inuinnait culture and history in the Kitikmeot. Hundreds of hours of
audio and video interview footage with Elders has been recorded, preserving key traditions and
knowledge about the Arctic landscape, environment, and people. Reflecting on our legacy over
25 years, we’re thinking of some of the amazing discoveries we have made about the history of
both Inuit and the mysterious people who lived in Nunavut before them, the Tuniit.

Photo A

Excavating a large stone winter house at Iqaluktuuq.

Photo D

Photo B

Photo E

The view from above.

Determining that Inuit and Tuniit were descended from the same
ancestral culture that lived 5,000 years ago based on the DNA found
in a tooth we discovered.
Researching three beautifully-decorated plaques made from caribou
antler, found in the 1980s by archaeologist William Taylor, and the
oldest known art in the Kitikmeot.
Finding traces of our ancestors on Kiillinngujaq (the Kent
Peninsula), south of Cambridge Bay. Isolated tent rings on high,
ancient beach ridges there date to as much as 5,000 years ago.
(Photo C)

BUILDING FOR A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

NAVIGATING COVID-19 CHALLENGES AS AN ORGANIZATION
From the pandemic’s onset, we took every precaution to ensure the health and
wellbeing of our staff and the rest of the community. We are an organization on
the frontlines of language and culture revitalization, employing Elders who who
hold firsthand experiences and accumulated knowledge, and who are critical to the
movement. We felt extremely vulnerable.
While in and out of lockdowns for much of 2020, our staff worked from home,
providing support and dropping off essentials to support our Elders-in-Residence.
Many months saw our team connect only by phone and video conference, but we
worked hard to pivot our activities, making progress with the help of technology and
innovation. As a result, we have strategies in place now for our work that will outlive
the pandemic, continuing to propel our priorities forward, connecting our remote
communities in ways we thought were years away.
In January 2021, with great excitement, our staff and Elders-in-Residence visited the
clinic in Cambridge Bay to be among the very first in Canada to receive our first dose
of the COVID-19 vaccine.

CREATING GOOD IN THE WORLD THROUGH
GOOD COFFEE
In June 2020, we launched Kaapittiaq’s online storefront and
welcomed orders from across the country! Our social enterprise
coffee company employed two staff to roast beans, build our
profile on social media, and support administrative functions of
the company. As a result of the support of our loyal coffee loving
community, Kaapittiaq was able to donate $8,600 back to our
organization this year to fuel language and culture programs.

TAKING CLIMATE ACTION
The Arctic is warming faster than any other region on Earth
and Inuit have been witnesses and casualties to massive changes
happening in this environment, advocating for immediate action for
decades. We are taking steps to become leaders, working to evaluate
and measure our current carbon footprint and develop a Climate
Action Strategy with long-term sustainability goals to meet.

NUNAMIUTUQAQ / BUILDING FROM THE LAND:
A GREEN ENERGY PILOT PROJECT
Our partnership with the Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology’s Green Building Technologies Lab ramped up
this year. We began the planning and design for a pilot green
energy building that will allow us to test out a model for larger,
more complex builds such as a future purpose-built Cultural
Centre. Industry experts are helping us design a structure that
can withstand the Arctic climate, works with its surrounding
environment, and has sustainability at the forefront. Our team
in Cambridge Bay will monitor the pilot building for a period of
time to test out its features and functions, so that we have a solid
understanding of what works and what requires adaptation.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

OUR TEAM

Year ended March 31, 2021

ASSETS

2021

2020

Current as of November 2021

Cash
Guaranteed Investment Certificates
Accounts and grants receivable
GST receivable
Prepaid expenses
Inventory
Due from Pitquhikhainik Ilihainiq Inc

192,231
800,000
247,817
13,087
5,316
-

395,063
145,374
13,243
4,581
10,767
1,676

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Current

Investment in Pitquhikhainik Ilihainiq Inc
Equipment

1,258,451
13,939
69,683

1,342,073

570,704
68,683
639,387

LIABILITIES
Current

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Government remittances payable
Wages payable
Deferred revenue
Investment in Pitquhikhainik Ilihainiq Inc

NET ASSETS

Equipment Fund
Unrestricted Fund

64,573
1,436
33,417
984,754
1,084,180
-

133,757
2,304
47,303
349,050
532,414
13,110

69,683
188,210
257,893
1,342,073

68,683
25,180
93,863
639,387

1,084,180

545,524

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
REVENUES

1,345,296
19,502
159,139
195,543

1,355,945
2,000
38,708
16,498
53,901

1,719,480

1,467,052

167,451
1,393,793
4,875
(27,048)
1,539,071

140,163
1,289,045
9,677
(493)
1,438,392

Excess revenue before the following
Amortization of equipment and exhibits

180,409
(16,379)

28,660
(14,624)

EXCESS REVENUES (EXPENSES)

164,030

14,036

Grants and contributions
Tax receipted donations
Fundraising
COVID-19 related subsidies
Other income

EXPENSES

Management and adminstration
Projects and charitable activities
Fundraising activities
Social enterprise Pitquhikhainik Ilihainiq gain/loss

A copy of the complete audited statements prepared by Lenehan McCain & Associates is available at www.kitikmeotheritage.ca

Bessie Omilgoetok
Ikhivautalik / Honorary Chair
Annie Atighioyak
Hivulliqtiuyi / President

Mabel Etegik
Eva Kakolak
Noah Kuptana
Mary Kaotalok
Susie Maniyogina
David Amagainek
Anne Wingnek

STAFF & CONSULTANTS
Annie Atighioyak, Mabel Etegik, Bessie Omilgoetok and
Mary Kaotalok
Inirniit Havaktiit / Elders-in-Residence
Emily Angulalik
Hivulliqpaam Aulapkaiyi/ Executive Director
Kim Crockatt
Atangujaq Kinauyaliqiyiningmun, Titikikiningmunlu / Chief
Finance and Operations Officer
Darren Keith
Angayuqaanga Qauyihaqti / Senior Researcher
Brendan Griebel
Munaqhiyi, Inuinnait Pitqhuhirnikkut Tutkuqhimajut /
Manager, Collections & Archives
Tammy Omilgoitok
Inuinnaqtunut Utiqtittinahuarniq Aulapkaiji / Inuinnaqtun
Revitalization Coordinator
Pam Langan
Makpiraaqarviliqiyi / Community Librarian
Helen Blewett
Makpiraaqarviliqiyi / Community Librarian
Eileen Okhina
Inirnikhanut Aulapkaiji / Elder Coordinator
Lyndsey Friesen
Inuuhittiarnigut Ikayuqtut unalu Tuhagakhanut Atannguyaq
/ Philanthropy and Communications Manager
Elayne Merritt
Maniliqiyi / Chartered Professional Accountant

THE KIVGAQTUINIQ CIRCLE
As part of our anniversary celebrations, we launched the Kivgaqtuiniq Circle to recognize our supporters—a
diverse group of people, organizations and businesses who are committed to ensuring that Inuinnaqtun survives
and thrives for generations to come.
In Inuinnaqtun, Kivgaqtuiniq means ‘serving one another’, and is rooted in core traditional values. For millennia,
Inuit have upheld the shared responsibility to care for and ensure the wellbeing of one another. Likewise, this
community is working as parts of a whole, connected and united through the shared goal to serve our mission.
It is with gratitude that we thank and celebrate the members of the Kivgaqtuiniq Circle, and all those who wish to
remain anonymous:

Are you all in for Inuinnaqtun?
Amanda Buckiewicz
Bill Gibbons
Brooke Benson
Deron Engbers
Dianne Lister
Eugene Peng
Hélène De Celles
Janet Power

Karen McFarlane
Kevin King
Tracey Laughlin
Lee Ann Wiseman
Matthew Ravenscroft
Margaret Young
In Memory Of
Margaret Padloo Qutiaquq Oliver

Mark Vonesch
Mirna Cheryl Garabet
Ryan Mizzen
Tina Price
Valerie Côté
In Honour Of
Dr. Ronald Melzack

Visit www.kitikmeotheritage.ca/kivgaqtuiniqcircle to learn more.

Celebrate our 25th Anniversary with a gift in support of programs that
are creating and sustaining language carriers and knowledge holders.
Every dollar directed to the Akhuuqhimajara Inuinnaqtun campaign
supports critical initiatives and activities that are empowering Inuinnait
to find our voices and reconnect to our ancestors and their worldview.
A worldview that is now ours to steward and pass on to the next
generation.

Visit www.kitikmeotheritage.ca/campaign to join us.

READ MORE ABOUT
OUR WORK

EXPLORE LANGUAGE
REVITALIZATION

www.kitikmeotheritage.ca

www.inuinnaqtun.ca

LEARN ABOUT OUR
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

DISCOVER OUR MOVEMENT
TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY

www.kaapittiaq.ca

www.nunamiutuqaq.ca

